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Last February, I went to the New Jersey Mycological Associa-
tion’s annual mycophagy demonstration. In addition to sam-
pling some fantastic mushroom dishes (performed with skill 
and daring by NJMA veterans) the club also holds a book sale 
and live auction as a fundraiser. 

One title in the book sale particularly caught my eye—Macrofungi Associated with 
Oaks of Eastern North America (by Binion, Burdsall, Stephenson, Miller, Roody, and 
Vasilyeva). 

While the title itself doesn’t exactly roll off the tongue, I found the concept intrigu-
ing. It’s a field guide that limits its contents to fungi species that only grow with a spe-
cific type of tree. I hadn’t seen a book quite like this before, so I bought a copy. Overall, 
the photos and articles contained within are thorough and the book would be usable 
if one’s foray or interests were specifically limited to fungi that grow on, under, and 
around the genus Quercus. 

While there are plenty of Spring and Summer mushrooms that grow with oaks, Fall 
is my favorite season for haunting oak stands—circling a trunk with the hope of finding 
a huddled hen, prowling leaf beds for uprisings of blewits. 

And, secretly, a dark desire for my first encounter with Amanita phalloides growing 
in-situ. We had several specimens show up on our Foul Weather Friends table last fall, 
including Death Caps found in Queens and the Bronx.

Our club walks at South Mountain, Tallman State Park, and Clove Lake cover au-
tumn oak territories. I’ve also had good luck returning to favorite summer bolete spots, 
such as Stony Brook in Harriman State Park. This year’s much anticipated NEMF foray 
in Kerhonksen, NY also features a number of walks through different oak-rich habitats.

And if you happen upon a white oak (Quercus albus) at some point this season, 
you might also think about picking up some acorns. NYMS club 

member Ava Chin detailed the necessary steps for preparing 
acorn bread last year on her New York Times Urban 
Forager blog (http://fort-greene.thelocal.nytimes.

com/2009/12/02/urban-forager-too-good-for-squir-
rels/).

Dylan Thomas once said, “All trees are oak trees, 
except pine trees.” While his statement is not scien-

tifically accurate, it perfectly captures the expres-
sionistic hope of entering a mixed hardwood 

grove with the weighted dreams of Grifola 
frondosa dancing in one’s fantasies. 

So until the last leaf drops, good hunting.
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News, Announcements & Letters
Echoes from the 
Chanterelle Weekend
Wonderful Vermont, delicious chante-
relles! Yes delicious chanterelles, despite a 
very dry month of July in South Vermont, 
chanterelles (Cantharellus cibarius) in all 
their grandeur were there waiting for us. 
We did not find as many as in the preced-
ing year but largely enough to satisfy our 
gustative papillae, and a good addition to 
our Saturday’s fiesta. What is more sat-
isfying than to find these little wonders 
sitting in moss or pine needles ?

We also found a good selection of other 
genera, largely enough for an identifica-
tion session with our dedicated mycolo-
gist, Paul Sadowski, who introduced us to 
a boletus that no one else knew before—
one that can make you sick and that looks 
like Boletus edulis: Boletus huronensis 
(page 119 in North American Boletes by 
Alan Bessette and others; the sulfur like 
smell is unforgettable). So many things 
to be learned about those capricious and 
incredible mushrooms.

And the crowd—21 members strong in 
the best possible spirit, everyone finding 
his or her niche to make this weekend a 
success. Laurette cooked the chanterelles 
with her not-that-secret recipe. Alice 
and Laura are the specialists for the om-
elettes aux chanterelles. And now part of 
our tradition in Vermont, the buckwheat 
pancakes with blueberries prepared 
by Charles—a breakfast to die for al-
most!  Plus all the other tasks: the chick-
en barbecue, the potato salad by Gwen, 
the corn on the cob,  the cleaning, etc. 

Once again, all our members have 
made this weekend a wonderful one. And 
to our delight, we have found chante-
relles in a so beautiful a setting.

Claudine Michaud

Paul Sadowski Wins 
NAMA Service Award
We are proud to announce that our 
own Paul Sadowski received the Harry 
and Elsie Knighton Service Award at 
the annual foray of the North American 
Mycological Association.

As we know, Paul has been a backbone 
of the NYMS for decades, an institution-
al memory and a wise and patient advi-
sor to all who ask. An abbreviated list of 
Paul’s recent contributions to the world 
of amateur mycology are:

 Έ Organizer, annual NYMS Catskill 
Weekend

 Έ Organizer, seasonal NYMS Monday 
night study group

 Έ Proofreader, NYMS Newsletter
 Έ Walk leader, NYMS walk series
 Έ Contributing writer, NYMS newsletter
 Έ Participant, Fungal Survey, Green-
brook Sanctuary, Tenafly, NJ, 2008

 Έ Organizer, 56th annual Charles Horton 
Peck New York State Mushroom Foray, 
2009

 Έ Organizer and leader, NYMS Winter 
Microscopy class, 2009

 Έ Expert, Umami Festival Dinner at 
James Beard House, 2010

 Έ Expert, Umami Festival Chinatown 
Foray, 2010

 Έ Organizer, NEMF Foray, 2010
The Harry and Elsie Knighton Service 

Award was established by the NAMA 
Board of Trustees to recognize and 
encourage persons who have distin-
guished themselves in service to their lo-
cal clubs. It is named for the Knightons, 
whose efforts began the North American 
Mycological Association in 1967.

The annual award consists of a framed 
certificate; publicity for the winner and 
club in The Mycophile; a one-year mem-
bership in the organization; and registra-
tion, housing and foray fees for the next 
NAMA Foray. Each year’s recipient is se-
lected by the three most recent recipients 
of the Award. 

Are we lucky that Paul’s a member of 
our group, or what? A hip-hip hooray for 
Paul!!!
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Remember! 43
2010 membership renewals received af-
ter April 1st are at the new member rate 
of $20 (individual) and $30 (family). 
Make checks payable to the New York 
Mycological Society. If you wish to become 
a member of NAMA (the North American 
Mycological Association), make a sepa-
rate check for $32, payable to NAMA, and 
mail it with the NYMS dues to Charles 
Luce, Treasurer, 518 Gregory Ave., #C312, 
Weehawken, NJ 07086. Use the member-
ship coupon in this issue. 

Stay responsibly in touch with us. If 
your telephone number, mailing or email 
address changes, please contact Paul 
Sadowski, Secretary with your new infor-
mation. On your membership form, please 
consider going paperless when it comes to 
receiving these newsletters. Newsletters 
sent via email (PDF file format) are in 
color, have live web links, help us contain 
costs, and use fewer natural resources! 

NYMS walks policy: We meet when 
public transportation arrives. Check the 
walks schedule for other transportation 
notes. Walks last 5-6 hours and are of 
moderate difficulty except where noted. 
Bring lunch, water, knife, and a basket 
for mushrooms. Leaders have discretion 
to cancel walks in case of rain or very dry 
conditions. Be sure to check your email or 
contact the walk leader before a walk to 
see if it has been canceled for some reason. 
Non-members’ attendance is $5 for an in-
dividual and $10 for a family. 

Warning: Many mushrooms are toxic. 
Neither the Society nor individual mem-
bers are responsible for the identification 
or edibility of any fungus.

A Term Defined: Hypomicized
Etymology: From the prefix “hypo” meaning “low, under, beneath, down, below nor-

mal” + “myces” which references “mycosis” or “any disease induced by a fungus”.
The adjective “hypomicized” (or “hypomycized”) describes a mushroom that has 

been attacked by a parasitic Ascomycete fungus in the genus Hypomyces. 
Certain edible species of Russula and Lactarius serve as a host for Hypomyces lac-

tifluorum, it can create a choice edible known by the common name “lobster mush-
rooms”. Another example is formed through an infection of Amanita rubescens by 
Hypomyces hyalinus.

Hypomicized artwork provided by NYMS club member and natural science illustra-
tor Anne Yen (www.anneyenillustration.com).

©2010 Anne Yen

Mushroom hunter “massacre” claims 18 
lives in Italy
Reporting by Ian Simpson; Editing by Angus MacSwan
Aug 30, 2010
MILAN (Reuters) – At least 18 mushroom-lovers have been killed in accidents while 
hunting for their favorite fungi in the mountains and forests of northern Italy.

Mountain rescuers say eager mushroom seekers are abandoning safety procedures 
as they don camouflage and hunt in darkness to protect coveted troves, la Repubblica 
newspaper reported on Sunday.

“There is too much carelessness. Too many people don’t give a darn about the right 
rules and unfortunately this is the result,” Gino Comelli, head of the Alpine rescue ser-
vice in northwest Italy’s Valle di Fassa, told the newspaper.

Seventeen people have died in nine days -- six in 48 hours alone -- mostly from slid-
ing off steep, damp slopes in the northern mountains, la Repubblica said in a story 
headlined “the massacre of the mushroom hunters.”

Another person has been missing for more than a week, it said.
Ansa news agency said a man who had been hunting mushrooms was found dead on 

Sunday in the Alpine region of Valtellina.
A combination of August thunderstorms and hot weather has led to a bumper mush-

room crop that has drawn the first hunters of what is expected to be a boom season.
(Source:  

http://news.yahoo.com/s/nm/20100830/od_nm/us_italy_mushrooms_1)
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UP BEAR CREEK
Scientific Evidence of Therapeutic Uses of Entheogenic 
Mushrooms Explored
by Art Goodtimes
Sept. 02, 2010 SHROOMFEST 30, Telluride, CO  
Some 250 fungophiles from all over the country flocked to the Galaxy Theater last 
week to hear speaker after speaker re-affirm the mounting evidence for the therapeu-
tic value of psychedelic mushrooms and other entheogenic substances – plant-based, 
animal-derived as well as chemically produced 

It was the 30th year of the Telluride Mushroom Festival, and the mountains respond-
ed with perhaps the largest fruiting of edible mushrooms in a decade—boletes, chan-
terelles, hawkswings, sweet corals—the list went on and the tables in Elks Park filled 
with all manner of unusual, edible and toxic fungi. 

Fungal pioneer, psychonaut and researcher, Paul Stamets of Fungi Perfecti gave three 
different lectures: one on the genus psilocybe, of which he is the nation’s leading ex-
pert; one on the many ways mushrooms are providing forest remediation, insect con-
trol and oil-spill cleanup opportunities; and a third on medicinal uses of fungi, includ-
ing the amazing healing of his own mother from advanced stage breast cancer using 
capsules of healing mushroom blends and his work in funding the tests necessary to 
add turkey tail mushrooms as an accepted medical adjunct therapy for breast cancer.

Gary Lincoff, former president of the North American Mycological Society, au-
thor of several authoritative texts on mycology (including his latest, The Complete 
Mushroom Hunter, which sold out at the festival), and festival mycologist and keynote 
speaker, was in rare form. His identification class combined humor with a definitive 
run-through for new collectors of all aspects of the fungal world, including slides of the 
most common species of edible and toxic shrooms. 

His keynote tracked the history of the last 50 years—from the Fifties when mycol-
ogy was a backroom activity at the biology departments of just a handful of schools 
in this country, to the Sixties when mushrooms became their own kingdom separate 
from plants and animals, to the current era with its flourishing of mushroom research, 
mushroom medicinals, mushroom psychic exploration, mushroom culinary arts, and 
mushroom remediation work in this country. 

His third talk was on Magic Mushrooms and he fearlessly advocated—as speakers 
have been advocating for the last 30 years in Telluride—for the many therapeutic and 
spiritual benefits that can accrue from the intentional and sacred practice of ingesting 
entheogenic mushrooms.

The forays were phenomenal, with mushroom baskets filling no matter where one 
went to search for shrooms. The parade was perhaps the best ever, with a wild array of 
outrageous mushroom costumes, a drum circle in the park that lasted for hours, and 
a costume contest that saw winners in three categories and even a boobie prize for an 
inventive and slightly risqué pop-up shroom bra. 

Manny and Joanne Salzman were given the first annual Founders Award, designed 
by local mushroom expert John Sir Jesse, in recognition of their founding and sustain-
ing of the festival for over two decades, until the Telluride Institute took on the man-
agement of the event.

But perhaps the defining event of the festival was Saturday night’s panel discussion 
on Entheogens as Mind Medicine. Gary Lincoff moderated the group, although his 
altered state mimickry transformed him from expert talking head to shroom clown 
and provided a humorous sidebar to the serious nature of the discussion. Both Marie 
Luna and Michael Logghe spoke eloquently of the deep heart (as well as mind) value of 
ayuhuasca in building community—both in the past among traditional peoples for the 
last several thousand years and in the present as a way of uniting people on a spiritual 
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What brings you to mushroom hunting?
It’s always been a delight seeing mushrooms and I like eating them, but I never both-
ered to find out their identities until just recently. I moved back to Seattle in 2008 for 
some additional schooling and saw some huge fly agarics busting out of a post office 
parking lot. That was a big “a-ha” that made me really want to learn more about mush-
rooms. 
Where, when, and/or with whom did you first hunt mushrooms?
My first hunt of mushrooms was with my dad in the 1990s in 
the foothills of Mt. Rainier in Washington state for matsutakes. 
The first time I found none. The next time I found a handful. It 
was a very enjoyable thing to do with my dad.
What scientific aspects of fungi interest you?
I find their function and form fascinating and I am particularly 
intrigued by certain aspects of fungus such as deliquescence, pu-
trescence, hygroscopy and psychoactive compounds. I am also in-
terested in the health benefits of mushrooms.
How would you describe your relationship with fungi?
It’s like a treasure hunt finding them in the city and elsewhere. It 
slows me down in my walks through the parks and neighborhoods of 
NYC. I don’t get a chance to leave NYC too much so my mushroom 
searches are mostly in the city. When I find mushrooms, I photograph 
them, then I might take them home to ID and paint them. NYMS has 
given me the opportunity to illustrate mycological terms for the news-
letter and I learn so much from that. I really love researching a my-
cological term and coming up with an illustration that best depicts it. 
Someday I’d like to compile illustrations of these mycological terms into 
a book and call it “D is for Deliquescence” or something like that. Would 
anybody be interested in funding or publishing a book like that? :)
What occupies you when you aren’t mushroom hunting?
Right now I work with the National Park Service as a seasonal Biological Field 
Technician. I look for wildlife in the Jamaica Bay area of Gateway National Recreation 
Area. I’m also trained as a natural science illustrator so I draw and paint mushrooms 
and other wildlife. I also listen to a lot of music and I wander around the city with my 
husband.
Has your interest in fungi had any influence on the rest of your life?
It’s inspired me to become a mushroom illustrator. That seems like a niche that is not 
totally saturated with artists yet, compared to the fields of bird, wildlife and botanical 
illustration. It’s also made me appreciate rain and rainy seasons!
How do you decide whether or not to eat a mushroom? 
I actually don’t eat much of what I find in the city. And I’m such a beginner that I don’t 
trust my identification skills. If I’m absolutely certain of what it is and it’s also in good 
clean condition, I’ll eat it, like the chicken of the woods.
Do you buy mushrooms? What kinds, and what sources?
I buy shitake and enoki from Asian markets, dried black trumpets from specialty stores, 
dried mixed variety bag from Whole Foods, and chanterelles from the Hoffman’s stand 
at the Greenmarket.  
How do you like to eat mushrooms?
Growing up in a Taiwanese family, we ate mushrooms like shitake, enoki, black fungus, 
straw mushrooms, and matsutake (if my dad found any) in stir-fries, sushi and soups. I 
am branching out with these other varieties (black trumpets, oysters, chanterelles, etc) 
and cooking them in butter, oil and/or wine and/or cream and mixed the with pasta.
What’s your favorite fungus/why?

Member Profile: Anne Yen
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Goodtimes, cont. from p.4 
path of self-discovery and social cohesion. 

Natasha Lewin of High Times magazine used her hands as wildly gesticulating birds 
as she told a riveting tale of a thirty-something friend afflicted with cluster headaches, 
of how this friend exhausted dozens of healing modalities in New York City only to be 
led to the use of Psilocybe mushrooms which have healed her from the paralyzing pain 
and has allowed her to live a normal and happy life, taking small doses of this entheo-
gen whenever the cluster headaches start to appear. 

Valerie Mojeiko of MAPS (the Multi-disclipinary Association of Psychedelic Studies) 
recounted her very bad experience with Ibogaine, another powerful entheogen, and 
how it was not suited for personal spiritual growth but how its intense effects have 
proven very useful for shocking alcoholics and drug addicts out of their addiction.

For 30 years Telluride’s mushroom event has been one of the few places that dis-
cussion of entheogens has continued in America, in spite of several decades of fierce 
repression and legal sanction. Under cover of a mushroom fest, Dr. Andrew Weil and 
many others (from Nobel Prize laureates to alternative culture icons) have tried to pro-
vide a scientific balance to the irrational drug laws and curtailment of all scientific 
studies of entheogens. Now, however, the social climate has changed. New studies at 
John Hopkins, Yale and other American institutions (as well as continuing studies and 
reports from around the world) are demonstrating that entheogens have an important 
and beneficial place in society, when used in the appropriate set and setting and with 
respectful intention. 

After years of quietly maintaining a platform for the discussion of the real scientific 
benefits and dangers of entheogens, the Telluride Mushroom Festival is openly advanc-
ing our knowledge of this formerly verboten area of human activity and celebrating the 
value of entheogens in science and art.

DVDs of the lectures and presentations from this year’s festival will soon be available 
through the Telluride Institute’s Shroomfest website, www.shroomfest.com.

I’m pretty partial to the Coprinus, especially shaggy manes, because something about 
deliquescence is just so cool to me. But maybe my favorite because they are so adorable 
and bright are the orange pinwheels (Marasmius siccus). 
Have any fungus or fungus-hunting stories you’d like to share?
The first mushroom I identified by dichotomous key melted into an inky mess in my 
bag. It was the mica inky cap and introduced me to the magic of deliquescence. 
Are you secretive about the places where you’ve found mushrooms growing?
No, I post pics and locations of mushrooms found in the city on Networked Organisms 
and Habitats www.networkedorganisms.com. I also upload my mushroom photos on 
Facebook.
What is your favorite season to mushroom hunt?
Autumn, especially after a brutally hot and dry summer as this one!
What are you willing to endure, physically, to hunt mushrooms?
Because I’m looking for mushrooms in a dense urban environment such as New York 
City, it is not uncommon to find litter, used condoms, human poop, and soiled toilet 
paper in mushrooming spots. Sometimes I bring my long-reach garbage picker and put 
that trash in a bag. Picking up litter gets me closer to mushrooms I might not notice 
as well.
Do you keep a life list of species you’ve found?
Yes but more of a photo documentation.
Do you know many mushroom enthusiasts (mycophiles) or are you relatively 
alone in this pursuit (outside of your NYMS associations)?
I don’t know too many, but most people I know are intrigued by mushrooms at least. 
When friends see pictures, they want to come with me on a walk through the park. 
Otherwise, most of the time I am alone in this pursuit so thank goodness for NYMS!

Yen, cont. from p.5 
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Review ii
Botanical Drawing in Color
A Basic Guide to Mastering Realistic Form and Naturalistic Color by Wendy Hollender
By Maria Reidelbach
It is unlikely that anyone will ever write the book titled Mycological Drawing, A Basic 
Guide. Despite the beautiful drawings in vintage and contemporary books of my-
cology, no doubt the practice of drawing mushrooms is seen by publish-
ers as an obscure niche, with a readership far too small for publication. 
Luckily, the techniques of the art of botanical drawing are quite adapt-
able to mycological subjects and if you are interested in trying your hand 
(quite literally), there’s a new how-to book that is an excellent guide. 

Before you say “drawing is best left to the professionals” consider the 
following:

Drawing is a skill anyone can learn. In this digital, keyboard-driven 
world, drawing has fallen into a group of skills that is used less and less. 
Most of us were never even given good drawing lessons as children. So it 
might be surprising to hear that drawing actually takes no more eye-hand 
coordination than handwriting. After a few hours of instruction and practice 
almost anyone can make a very good representation of a natural object. The 
keys are observation, practice, and a good teacher.

Drawing helps you understand your subject. Drawing requires you to closely 
examine the structure and every detail of an object, leading to many new in-
sights. 

Drawing helps you remember your subject. Slowing down, looking, and then 
drawing, imprints all elements more durably in the mind’s eye than mere obser-
vation alone.

Drawing creates a beautiful and accurate record of what you’ve seen. That’s why 
the best mycology books include drawing as the primary or secondary type of il-
lustration. With drawing you can capture details and structure that no camera can.

Drawing is a way of slowing down and appreciating nature. For slowing yourself 
down, there’s nothing like taking a pencil in hand and slowly, gently, and sensitively 
attempting to limn the likeness of a natural object. You become absorbed in sensu-
ous detail and the flow of echoing that detail on paper.

Wendy Hollender is a skilled, patient, and amusing teacher who is the coordinator 
of botanical art and illustration at the Brooklyn Botanic Garden. Her book focuses on 
the use of colored pencils, a convenient medium that can be easily carried along into 
the field, if desired. She shares with us her own favorite tools and materials, including 
specific brands and colors of pencils, paper and other materials, so that her exercises 
can be reproduced exactly, if you wish. 

Reassurance for the timid: Hollender’s instructions begin with the basics—how to 
sharpen a pencil! She then explains and shows how to create shades of gray, and then 
how to draw simple three-dimensional geometric forms. Slowly she introduces more 
complex form. She discusses how light affects a subject, and how to imagine lighting 
that more clearly brings out detail. There’s a very thorough overview of the latest color 
theory, and an explanation of how to depict texture. Perspective and composition are 
covered in several chapters. Each new element is taught with accompanying exercises. 
Hints and tips, including common mistakes, are all given their due. Hollender takes us 
all the way through to finishing the drawing by burnishing the pencils to make them 
glow.

Botanical Drawing in Color is beautifully and profusely illustrated with Hollender’s 
own gorgeous illustrations of plants and flowers (alas, not a single fungus!). The print-
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NEMF 2010
The Northeast Mycological 

Federation held its 2010 Sam 
Ristich Foray from September 
23-26. Soyuzivka (Soy-u-’zhif-ka) 
Ukrainian Cultural Heritage Center 

in Kerhonkson, NY played host to 260 
forayers. Despite the lingering effects 

of a dry summer, enough mushrooms 
were found to fuel the fancies of those in 
attendance.
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Workshops and guest lectures were 
well attended this year, including spe-
cial presentations on Asocmycetes (Roz 
Lowen), polypores (Doug Bassett), bo-
letes (Bill Yule), the Amanita family (Rod 
Tulloss), and edible plants of the Catskills 
(Russ Cohen). Ruthie Ristich also pre-
sented a short documentary about her 
father and foray namesake, Sam Ristich.

Featured guest experts in photos: Tim 
Baroni, Gary Lincoff, Roz Lowen, Erin 
Page Blanchard, Doug Bassett.
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This year’s mycophagy demonstration, 
organized by Elinoar Shavit, included: 
oyster mushroom chowder; matzo ball 
soup made with Polyporus squamosus; 
duck egg frittata with Entoloma aborti-
vum and Hericium erinaceus; Boletus 
edulis knishes; Candy Cap (Lactarius ru-
bidus) cookies; and fruit salad made with 
Tremella fuciformis.
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Release
I hereby release the New York Mycological Society, any officer or member thereof, from any legal responsibility for injuries or accidents 
incurred during or as result of any mushroom identification, field trip, excursion, meeting, or dining, sponsored by the Society.
Your signature(s):_____________________________________________________________          Date: ___________________

Name(s)
Address
City, State, Zip
Phone Email

 Check here to get your newsletter first, in color, and with live internet links, by email.

Membership
Individual—20.00 new, 15.00 renewal
Family—30.00 new, 25.00 renewal
NAMA—32.00

Through the NYMS members can 
optionally also get a North Americian 
Mushroom Association membership at 
a discount. Make separate check(s) pay-
able to NYMS and to NAMA and mail 
with this form to:

Charles Luce, Treasurer 
New York Mycological Society 
518 Gregory Ave. C312 
Weehawken, NJ 07086

Dog Dies After Eating Poisonous Mushroom 
By Zach Thaxton , Aug 31, 2010
A Colorado Springs retired couple is warning people to be careful of mushrooms while 
camping or hiking in the mountains over Labor Day weekend.  Their Boston Terrier died 
Saturday after eating a toxic mushroom at a campground in Teller County.

Ron and Carolyn “Cookie” Stapp were camping at Colorado Campground in Pike 
National Forest along State Highway 67 north of Woodland Park Friday night when their 
10-year-old Boston Terrier named Wrigley apparently ate a toxic mushroom.  Her health 
quickly deteriorated.  First, she uncharacteristically defecated indoors.  Next, she began 
vomiting, bleeding rectally and foaming at the mouth before losing consciousness.

“I was cleaning up the mess and I noticed a white mushroom stem in the vomit,” Cookie 
told News First 5.  She says that, at first, it appeared Wrigley was getting better, but the 
next morning it was clear that Wrigley’s death was imminent.   They rushed her to an 
emergency vet clinic near Divide.  “Wrigley was almost gone then,” Cookie says.  “The vet 
did detect a heartbeat, but her temperature was very low -- it was 91 degrees when 101 
is normal.”  She said the vet told her that he has seen several instances of dogs sickened 
by toxic mushrooms this summer.  “Wrigley was pretty small for her breed and he said it 
sounded like she got one of the most toxic mushrooms,” she said.

Judy Willey, president of the Pikes Peak Mycological Society, a group of mushroom ex-
perts and enthusiasts, says the vast majority of people are unfamiliar with wild mushrooms 
and would not be able to distinguish between safe ones and toxic ones.  “When in doubt, 
don’t eat anything you don’t know that comes out of the ground,” she advises.  “Most toxins 
in mushrooms are neurotoxins, so they’re going to attack the nervous system and of course 
that’s the electrical system for every function in our body.” (source: http://www.newsfirst5.
com/news/co-springs-dog-dies-after-eating-poisonous-mushroom/?sms_ss=email)

ing and full color reproductions look almost as beautiful and detailed as original drawings. 
Most moving is the preface, where Hollender shares with us the spiritual virtues of the 
practice of drawing from nature, which she learned as she was experiencing aggressive 
cancer treatment, spending hours drawing a single plant while she recovered from thera-
pies more painful than cancer itself. Although she begins the book mentioning her own 
health, she ends the book with a short discussion about the importance of flora, fauna and 
fungi to the health of the planet. Learning to honor nature by portraying it, can’t but help 
to make us all more aware and careful.



Paul Sadowski
205 E. 94 St., #9
New York, NY 10128-3780

Unidentified myxomycete, NEMF 2010


